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AFP - Agence France-Presse On March 31, 2020, Order Print article Mike Lawrie NBA fans hungry for action in a shutdown forced by the coronavirus pandemic will get a taste of the competition at the NBA 2K Players tournament starting Friday. Kevin Durant may have been on the sidelines all season as he recovers from a torn Achilles tendon, but the Brooklyn Nets star is the top seed in the field for 16 of the current NBA players who
are undert accepting virtual challenges. The NBA, NBA Players Association and game maker 2K have announced tournaments that will air in the U.S. on ESPN over a 10-day period. The winner will be crowned the ultimate NBA 2K20 champion and will select beneficiaries of charities receiving $100,000 in donations from 2K, NBA and NBPA to support ongoing coronavirus relief efforts, the league said. Rising Atlanta Hawks star Trey
Young is the second seed on the field, which also includes Portland's Hassan Whiteside, Utah's Donovan Mitchell, Washington Wizards rookie and Japan's Mizuki Hachimura. The seed is determined by the PLAYER's NBA 2K rating - Durant is 96 - and by his tenure in the league. After the single elimination first and second rounds, the semifinals and finals will be the best-of-three series. As evacuation ordering and quarantine in the
face of the COVID-19 pandemic halted real sports, the popular NASCAR stock car series showed that esports can help fill the void for sports broadcasters and fans. Over the past two weeks, NASCAR drivers have competed in iRacing events that aired on Fox Sports, attracting hundreds of thousands of viewers. The NBA indefinitely put the season on hold on March 11 after Utah Jazz big man Rudy Gobert tested positive for a new
coronavirus. Teammate Mitchell is one of the NBA players who has tested positive, as has Durant. Bb/dw Baron's news department was not involved in the creation of the above content. This story was produced by AFP. For more information, AFP.com.© Agence France-Presse NBA fans hungry for action in a shutdown forced by the coronavirus pandemic will get a taste of the competition at the NBA 2K Players tournament starting
Friday. An error occurred. Thank you for this article has been sent with the star players of your team dribbling the ball and there is not much time left on the clock. He fakes the left, go right and shoots the perfect hook shot - one that will help your team take home the title. Whether your team is playing for fun or for shots in the big time, everyone loves bragging rights. That's where tournaments take place. A basketball tournament is a
series of games that include multiple teams over a day, the result of which determines the champion of that particular tournament, league, state or national tournament. Sports associations often hold basketball tournaments to promote the sport and encourage friendly competition.The Athletic Union, Youth Basketball of America, National Junior Basketball, the National Colle college athletic association, and state school organizations
are examples of groups that host annual tournaments. These associations sanction events by having formal rules and guidelines for all participating teams to play, often holding local, state and national tournaments. Parks and recreation departments in cities and towns can also host tournaments for teams in local communities. Some companies, like Nike, host their own tournaments that not only promote sports, but also as marketing
tools for their businesses. Other groups, such as Gus McCarr, hold tournaments to raise money for charity. Of course, many of these events are organized in part by amateur league children's teams and parents and coaches of adult players. But no matter who put them together, basketball tournaments don't happen without organization and ground. Every successful event requires a lot of preparation for everyone to have a good time,
whether it runs smoothly and wins or loses. It's tough to have a basketball tournament, but it literally pays off really well for local teams and leagues. Tournaments are a great fundraising opportunity as you can make money from entrance fees, specials and goods. Whether you're holding an event with your local parks or recreation department, youth or adult leagues, high school or college, these extra funds will keep your group
financially a float and help players subsidize expenses and travel expenses for tournaments in other regions. So what is the first (and arguably most important) aspect of holding a basketball tournament? The invention of basketball is a thing of sports lore: Canadian doctor and cleric James Naismith needed a way to keep school boys active and out of trouble throughout the Massachusetts winter of 1891. He devised a game of
throwing soccer balls into peach baskets. The reason for starting a basketball league may be something fun and healthy, so easy, for adults in the community, for example, for young people in local churches. Or they may have higher ambitions, like grooming serious high school players for college or collecting money for charity. Whatever your motivation, make sure you are interested enough to support the venture first. Post invitations
on social media sites to spread the word. Send press releases to local newspapers. Interviewed on a local TV news program. Organise informal shoot-arounds to gauge the level of enthusiasm and talent in your community. Both can be substantial, so it's also a good idea to get firm advice on legal and financial commitments. Your goals and responses to your inquiries will help you make many decisions that you need to start the
league. For example, what legal entityWhat offices and on-court personnel do you need? Where do you play? What rules do you use? Do you make fun of admission fees? Do you sell goods? Your league range will also give you an idea of what it will cost to run it. Even if you plan a nonprofit organization with volunteers on donations, costs such as insurance, paperwork, transportation, equipment, and supplies remain. It's a big
responsibility to manage the league. But if you're heading to the game, it's your chance to actively contribute to your community physically, socially and economically. See what James Naismith started with one ball and a couple of peach baskets. The next page discusses the main challenges you face and some options for addressing them. Forget the score score for the page 2 field. The real glory of under-the-wall sport is in come up
with the best team names. After all, everyone can learn how to hit softball or spike volleyball, but it takes real talent to come up with a name that will keep both the audience and participants laughing. The best in-wall team names are not only sport-specific, but intersweed with internal jokes, innuendo, and more than a little controversy. Of course, the majority of universities with within-wall leagues have rules in place to ensure that team
names are not too obvious or uncomfortable, but that doesn't stop students from pushing the boundaries. Some universities offer extra points to teams that come up with truly innovative and catchy names, but rule-breaking names can lead to penalties. With thousands of under-the-wall teams taking part in the sport, from flag football to bowling, we try to keep the crazy team names that show the wild and fun nature of the sport within
the walls. Read on to discover our 10 picks of funny under-wall team names. The NCAA Tournament bracket has been selected and the game begins Tuesday. It's a great time for fans and with the help of some Android apps, you won't miss a minute of it. There is an app to view videos of scores, statistics, players, teams, news and actions. The game can even be played so that you can keep your spirit between matches. The first stop
of NCAA March Madness Live is clear: the official NCAA March Madness app. You can mark your favorite teams for score notifications, make your picks in official bracket challenges and keep up with news and video replays. Catch must have a pay TV subscription with access to TNT, TruTV, TBS, or CBS in order to watch all live streaming videos of the game. Games that appear on CBS do not require at least a paid subscription.
Also, if you are out of the US, the app download NCAA March Madness (free) for the rest of us, score is the best way to keep the score tab through many sports and basketball. They have been updated to include many newFor ncaa. One is an upset tracker, so you can find it when a lower ranked team is trying to bust your bracket. You can get a full bracket view to figure out who you are playing next. As always, you can mark the
teams and players you care about and keep up with the latest news. If you're into fantasy sports things, download Score (free) Yahoo Fantasy Sports and Yahoo's Android app can help you keep tabs on your picks, results, and the latest NCAA news. You can manage your drafts, negotiate deals and deal with injured players even if you have a Yahoo Fantasy Sports app. Yahoo Fantasy Sports (free) Google now for more casual viewing,
you can keep tabs on what's going on in the NCAA with what's already burned on your phone. Google Now can enable you to provide final scores and game reminders to your notification tray. Hold down the Home button and drag your finger to the Google icon that pops up. Scroll down, tap the magic wand under Sports Teams in the middle, then tap Add Team at the bottom. Repeat to keep adding Rinse and the NCAA teams you're
interested in. Download Google Now Launcher (free) NBA Jam Okay and it's not ncaa, but NBA Jam is a fast and fun 2-on-2 basketball game that you need to keep pumping for the next game. Local and online multiplayer is supported along with quick single player games and long-term career modes. NBA Jam is an over-the-top classic where basketball fans struggle to go down. Download NBA Jam ($2.49) How do you follow NCAA
basketball on Android?
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